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INCLUSION OF SPORTS MEDICINE IN THE PROGRAMME OF THE 
WORLD HEA.LTH ORGANIZATION 

Proposal made by the Governments of Denmark， Finland, 
Norway and Sweden 

In the present day, the traditional mode of hman life is undergoing a rapid 
change caused by industrialization, mechanization and in particular by automation, 
The amount of physical work involved in every human occupation is on a sharp decline 
At the same time, essential changes have taken place in the occurrence of different 
diseases• Statistical studies have been carried out which show that certain 
diseases^ especially coronary heart diseases, are most frequently met and also form 
the most common causes of death among the groups of population whose occupation 
requires the least amoiint of physical work. Consequently^ physical work seems to 
have become an important public health factor. The various aspects of the role of 
this influential factor in present day ̂society are worth a careful study». 

Simultaneously with the industrialization^ larger and larger groups of 
citizens in the different parts of the world have begun to take an active part 
in various forms of sport. Sports satisfy the apparently instinctive urge for 
motion in man, A number of medical problems are known to be associated with sports 
and athleticsy e.g. the effects of the different kinds of sport on health and 
longevity, prevention and care of sports accidents f mental health aspects of sports^ 
etc. 

Medical interest in sports pertains also to the average citizen. It deserves 
to be studied, whether suitable forms of exercise may serve to improve and preserve 
the health and. efficiency of the locomotor^ circulatory and also other systems, and 
whether exercise thus would be worth inclusion in programmes of personal health. 
The same concerns also the physiology of work and motion# 

Sports medicine is developing into a generally accepted specialty• Problems 
of this special field of medicine have been and continuously are studied in many 
research institutes in the Scandinavian countries including Finland, and also in the 
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United Kingdom^ Germany, Czechoslovakia^ Yugoslavia, Italy, the Soviet Union, 
Australia, the United States and even other countries• Periodicals specializing in 

. • • • 

sports medicine are issued at least in Germany^ Switzerland, Italy，Yugoslavia and 
Argentina； nevertheless, the majority of the research results are published in other 
medical periodicals f The International Federation of Sports Medicine (Fédération 
International de Médecine Sportive) has been operating already for several years, and 
its membership consists of numerous national associations of sports medicine. 

It would no doubt be in the interest of the World Health Organization to take 
leadership in the future development of sports medicine by following and directing the 
research work already performed in various countries and piloting the application of 
the achieved results in practice. 

A comprehensive study of all problems that may turn up in this field would 
necessitate close co-operation between WHO and the institutes carrying out regular 
research work in sports medicine• These institutes could thus serve as WH0!s research 
centres. They should have at their disposal medical, physiological and statistical 
expert knowledge and all necessary research equipment including facilities for 
experiments with animals as well as human material. Institutes with such scope of 
research facilities are known to exist alreadyf 

The United Nations specialized agencies， UNESCO and FAO, have also attached 
attention to this new field of research brought about by modern times. Reasons of 
momentous importance speak for the inclusion of sports medicine in the World Health 
Organization^ programme, and time for this initiative is no doubt very opportune just 
now. Sports medicine would thus offer another new approach for the promotion of 
public health» Positive and far-reaching results are certainly achievable in this new 
specialty which in all probability will play an important role in the future world of 
ever increasing industrialization and automation. 

With reference to the aforesaid, it is proposed that sports medicine be included 
in the programme of the World Health Organization^ 


